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 Take up your favorite fighter and challenge all other fighters in the game! Master the new gameplay features in this action-
packed fighter game! The new fighter is relatively unknown to the world, but he is destined to be the number one fighter in The
King of Fighters! There is a total of 12 different characters to choose from. With a team of the greatest KOF fighters, you can

conquer the world! The game mode is 'King of Fighters', and the location is 'KOF'.You can choose from the following 12
fighters: Kyo Kusanagi, A.J., Ikari, Momiji, E. Honda, Ryu, T. Hawk, Iori Yagami, Kula Diamond, Fei Long, Ralf Jones,

Yukari Morikawa and Haohmaru. There are a variety of new gameplay features! Among them are: playable 3-on-3 mode, new
tag system, character combos, Para Attack and the Crystal Weapon system.New Features: * 3-on-3 mode! Play against three

other players in a Team Battle, Tag Battle, or Battle Team. Each player has a partner. The partner battle will be determined by
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the player’s A.J. Code. * Tag System! Tag up with your partner in battle to unleash a powerful attack.  * Character combos!
Character combos are performed by holding down the attack button for a certain period of time.  * New Para Attack! When a

Para Attack is activated, the character will perform a special attack.  * New Crystal Weapon System! The Crystal Weapon is an
unusual weapon for the fighter, allowing him to use different elemental powers.  * The special feature of the battle is the Crystal

Weapon. It has a good chance of helping you win the battle! Ключ Справочник по ТТП-часам Справочник по СВЧ-часам
Справочник по ВЧ-часам ТТП-часы СВЧ-часы Справочник по СВ 520fdb1ae7
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